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ABSTRACT
Many parallel applications, for example, Adaptive Mesh Refinement [1] simulations, need dynamic load balancing during the course of their execution because of dynamic variation in the computational load. We propose a novel tree-based fully distributed algorithm for load balancing homogeneous work units. The proposed algorithm achieves perfect load balance while doing minimum number of migrations of work units.
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1. THE DISTRIBUTED LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is a spanning-tree based algorithm that is inspired by the distributed algorithm for constructing balanced spanning trees of process subgroups in parallel applications [2]. We form a spanning tree of all the processes, where each vertex of a tree corresponds to a process. The algorithm does two passes over the spanning-tree - the upward pass and the downward pass.

Upward pass: Processes send the count of work units in their subtree (of which the process itself is the root) to the parent process. At the end of the upward pass, each process has the count of work units in each of its child subtrees.

Downward pass: During this pass, migration decisions and work unit migrations take place. The scheme balances the tree while minimizing the number of migrations. The number of work units in the subtree and the size of the subtree are used to compute the number of work units per process in a perfectly balanced state. The root process and the child subtrees are categorized as either work supplier or work consumer. Each vertex V of the tree performs a "matchmaking" step, ensuring that each of work supplier is assigned one or more of work consumer that can absorb the excess work units of the supplier within their subtrees. If V itself needs some work units it requests work units from suppliers for itself. Similarly, if V itself has excess work, it tags itself as a work supplier. A vertex V concludes its role by calling the balancing step on the work suppliers if V was a work receiver or the work receivers if V was a work supplier. This alternation is done in order to ensure that the list of work suppliers and work receivers does not grow long, and in order to minimize the number of messages received by any vertex. Additionally, alternation also helps in early assignment of work units to their final destination processes. This makes it possible to migrate work units concurrently with the downward pass of the algorithm.

Our implementation is based on Charm++ [3], which is an object-based asynchronous message driven parallel programming paradigm.
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